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Introduction {#sec1}
============

The process of chromatin organization in three-dimensions (3D) has been largely mysterious since the first recognition of chromatin structures ([@bib16]). Hi-C technology (high-throughput genome-wide chromatin conformation capture, [@bib38]) is developed from chromosome conformation capture (3C) ([@bib14]), which enables the global characterization of the 3D chromatin architectures. Results from Hi-C (original version and its derived versions such as *in situ* Hi-C) revealed that chromatin architecture comprises a hierarchy of structures in mammals, with chromatin A/B compartments at multi-megabase scale, topologically associating domains (TADs) at hundreds of kilobases scale, and chromatin loops at kilobases to hundreds of kilobases scale ([@bib15], [@bib38], [@bib49]). Previous studies have indicated that TADs ([@bib18], [@bib29], [@bib42]) and/or enhancer-promoter loops impact gene expression and cellular physiology ([@bib8], [@bib33], [@bib65]) and transcription elongation also affects the 3D genome organization in specific regions ([@bib26]). However, the elimination of TADs and chromatin loops by rapid degradation of the cohesin complex only modestly affects gene transcription programs ([@bib50]), and inhibiting transcription with α-Amanitin does not substantially affect the establishment of 3D chromatin organization during early development ([@bib17], [@bib35]). Thus, much remains to be learned about how differentially arranged 3D chromatin architectures control key biological processes.

Mammalian spermatogenesis is known to involve extensive chromatin re-organization, of which analyses using imaging techniques have revealed these dynamic changes ([@bib25], [@bib52]). During spermatogenesis, a small number of primitive type A spermatogonia (priSG-A) differentiate into more developed spermatogonia including type A spermatogonia (SG-A) and type B spermatogonia (SG-B) in sequence via mitosis ([@bib13]). Subsequently, meiosis is initiated and marked by double-strand break (DSB) formation and is followed by full synapses of homologous chromosomes in pachytene spermatocytes (pacSC) ([@bib58]). After meiosis I, spermatocytes rapidly divide in the ensuing meiosis II stage to form haploid round spermatids (rST) and spermatozoa (SZ) via spermiogenesis. Recent efforts using omics technologies revealed dynamic changes in transcriptomes, DNA methylomes, chromatin accessibility, etc., during spermatogenesis ([@bib20], [@bib24], [@bib27], [@bib28], [@bib37], [@bib43], [@bib51], [@bib57]). These findings have motivated researches into understanding the detailed molecular events in spermatogenesis, such as the 3D chromatin architectural dynamics and its effects on transcription regulation.

Because spermatogenesis represents a fundamental biological process that involves highly orchestrated rearrangement of chromosomes, characterization of 3D chromatin architectures during meiosis and spermatogenesis has been a highly active research area. For example, 3D genome structures of mammalian spermatogenesis have recently been studied by four groups at different sub-stages in mouse and rhesus monkey ([@bib1], [@bib48], [@bib60], [@bib63]). One common insight from these reports is that TADs are depleted and compartment integrity is relatively weak during the pachytene stage. At the compartment level, however, a recent study has identified compartments that are more refined in resolution than the conventional A and B compartments and these "refined compartments" alternate between transcribing and non-transcribing regions during spermatogenesis of rhesus monkeys ([@bib63]). In addition, cohesin occupancy in active compartments was shown to affect expression in pacSC and rST ([@bib60]). Despite these findings, the relationship between the 3D genome and chromatin accessibility and their contribution to meiosis-specific gene expression programs (e.g., piRNAs) in spermatogenesis remain unclear.

Here, by using Hi-C and a series of other complementary technologies including assay for transposase-accessible chromatin using sequencing (ATAC-seq), chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq), and RNA sequencing (RNA-seq), we demonstrated the following advances provided by this work that were not already described in any of the earlier publications. First, chromatin loops are present prior to and after, but not at, the pachytene stage. Second, chromatin accessibility *per se* is not involved in the diminishment of TADs or chromatin loops at the pacSC stage. Third, although the spermatozoa (SZ) has similar 3D chromatin structures as the primary spermatogonia (priSG-A) at the level of TADs and compartments, these two stages of cells have distinct chromatin loops. Finally, by tracing several factors (meiosis, DSBs, piRNAs, etc.) during the reprogramming of 3D chromatin architectures, our study elucidated the influence of 3D architecture on these factors related to spermatogenesis and suggests that reprogrammed chromatin compartments and loops in spermatogenesis underline differential transcriptional regulations that support and maintain spermatogenesis and prepare the sperms for the subsequent possible embryogenesis.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Higher-Order Chromatin Structures Are Reorganized during Mouse Spermatogenesis {#sec2.1}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the relationship between 3D genome structures and transcriptional regulation during mammalian spermatogenesis, we isolated spermatogenic cells from five different stages of mouse spermatogenesis (priSG-A, SG-A, pacSC, rST, and SZ) ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A) using the unit gravity sedimentation procedure (STA-PUT method) ([@bib5], [@bib9], [@bib20], [@bib31], [@bib36], [@bib40], [@bib41], [@bib63]) except for the SZ (see [Transparent Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). After validating the purities of these isolated cells ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A) by two methods, morphological characterization ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A) and immunofluorescence staining with cell-specific markers ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B), we performed *in situ* Hi-C with these different spermatogenic cells, respectively. The correlation analyses of the Hi-C data supported the high quality of our datasets among the biological replicates ([Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A), and we randomly sampled the same amount of Hi-C valid pairs (172,252,595) from spermatogenic cells of each stage to do the following analysis.Figure 1Reprogramming of Compartments and Topologically Associating Domains (TADs) throughout Mouse Spermatogenesis(A) The schematic of mouse spermatogenesis (top panel). Phase-contrast microscopic images show the morphological characterization of five isolated spermatogenic cell types, including primitive type A spermatogonia (priSG-A), type A spermatogonia (SG-A), pachytene spermatocytes (pacSC), round spermatids (rST), and spermatozoa (SZ). Scale bar, 50 μm.(B) Heatmaps showing the normalized Hi-C interaction frequencies (ratio of observed interaction frequencies to expected interaction frequencies \[observed/expected\]) (100-kb bins, chromosome 1) (pooled data from two biological replicates).(C) Heatmaps showing Pearson\'s correlation for Hi-C interactions (50 kb bins, chromosome 1), which captured genomic A/B compartmentalization patterns in each tested spermatogenic stage. PCA1 (the first eigenvalues) is shown underneath the heatmap and normalized transcriptomic coverage is shown at the bottom.(D) Heatmaps showing averaged normalized Hi-C interaction frequencies (ratio of observed interaction frequencies to expected interaction frequencies \[observed/expected\]) of each tested spermatogenic stage around the TAD boundaries (which were defined based on identifications in priSG-A samples).

The chromatin interaction heatmaps revealed dramatic architectural reorganization throughout mouse spermatogenesis, as represented by chromosome 1 ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B), which confirmed recent reports using sub-stages ([@bib60], [@bib63]). The A/B compartment patterns on autosomes were largely unaltered during mouse spermatogenesis ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C), whereas the strength, shown by saddle plots ([@bib32]) ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B) and compartment strength (A-A and B-B compartments interaction strength relative to A-B compartments interaction strength) ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C) varied throughout the process. The strength of compartmentalization decreased from priSG-A to SG-A and dropped to the lowest level in pacSC before again increasing in rST and finally reaching its highest detected level in SZ. We also observed that the distinct TAD structures in priSG-A and SG-A largely disappeared in pacSC and rST. Interestingly, they were largely restored in the SZ stage ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). This trend of TAD reorganization was most clearly manifested by global analysis of averaged observed/expected interaction frequencies centered on these boundaries ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D) and was also very apparent as seen on a random representative genomic region such as Chromosome 1, 85--90 Mb region ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). We further adopted an "insulation score (IS)" approach to calculate the strength of TAD boundaries, which analyzes the relative chromatin interaction frequency across a boundary ([@bib12]). We found that the IS values decreased gradually from priSG-A to pacSC, then increased from rST to SZ again, and the IS value of SZ almost exactly matched that of priSG-A ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B).Figure 2Topologically Associating Domains (TADs) Are Reorganized during Mouse Spermatogenesis(A) Chromatin observed/expected interaction frequencies views (25 kb bin) of cells at different tested spermatogenic stages. Black triangular lines marked TADs of each stage and red vertical lines indicated boundary loci at the priSG-A stage. CTCF ChIP-seq coverage at the pacSC and rST stages and gencode genes were depicted at the bottom.(B) The average insulation scores (ISs) of cells at different spermatogenic stages at TADs (defined in the priSG-A stage) and nearby regions (±0.5 TADs length).(C) Dendrogram showing the hierarchical clustering of IS values calculated with window size of 100 kb from interaction matrices (25 kb bin) of cells at different spermatogenic stages.

priSG-A and SZ Share Similar 3D Chromatin Interactions and Folding Patterns {#sec2.2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

With these IS values, we performed hierarchical clustering and found that TAD structures that once existed in priSG-A, and disappeared in pacSC, had reappeared in SZ, making these two stages (priSG-A and SZ) clustered together ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C). These data led us to examine the 3D genome structures at the different spermatogenic stages in more detail. We found that the global 3D chromatin interactions were similar between priSG-A, SG-A, and SZ ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A--3C), whereas pacSC showed stronger short-range chromosome interactions (\<5 Mb) but weaker long-range chromosome interactions (\>5 Mb) as compared with SG-A ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Specifically, the contact frequency *P(s)* with genomic distances demonstrated that 3D genome structures were reorganized during spermatogenesis ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C), showing that priSG-A, SG-A, and SZ had similar chromatin folding patterns and that pacSC represented an extreme case, consistent with the above IS hierarchical clustering data.Figure 3Global 3D Architecture Reprograms throughout Mouse Spermatogenesis(A) Heatmaps of $log_{2}$ ratio comparisons of the normalized Hi-C interaction frequencies (observed/expected) (100 kb bins, chromosome 1) at different tested spermatogenic stages.(B) Heatmaps of $log_{2}$ ratio comparisons of the observed/expected interaction frequencies (100 kb bins, chromosome 1) for pacSC versus priSG-A, SZ versus pacSC, SZ versus priSG-A cells, respectively.(C) The *P(s)* curves (relationship between interaction probability and genomic distance) for each tested spermatogenic stage.(D) The *P(s)* curves (relationship between interaction probability and genomic distance) for pacSC and mitosis, and slopes (k) −1 (blue) and −0.5 (orange) were shown by the dotted lines.

Recent studies showed that mitotic chromatin exhibits a folding pattern distinct from that of interphase chromatin ([@bib21], [@bib44]). Because both meiotic and mitotic cells undergo chromosome condensation, we asked what is the difference between meiosis (pacSC) and mitosis in terms of 3D chromatin structures. The *P(s)* curves showed that at a scale less than 1 Mb, mitotic and meiotic chromatin shared similar folding patterns with a *P(s)∼s* slope at about −0.5 ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D). However, they displayed a striking difference at longer distances, where the meiotic *P(s)* curve had a steep drop at ∼8 Mb, whereas the mitotic curve dropped at ∼30 Mb ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D). This result suggested that meiotic pacSC chromatin is condensed via distinctive mechanisms as compared with that of mitotic chromatin.

Active Compartments for Genes and piRNA Clusters with Meiosis-Related Functions Are Enriched in pacSC {#sec2.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We further examined A/B compartmentalization in these spermatogenic stages in detail. The A compartments are defined as regions with a positive first eigenvector value when eigenvector decomposition is applied on observed/expected intra-chromatin interaction matrices (50 kb bin size in this study). These computed A compartments correspond to the active, euchromatic nuclear compartments. By contrast, the B compartments largely correspond to those inactive, heterochromatic genomic regions ([@bib38]). We investigated if there is A/B compartment switching between priSG-A and pacSC. We found A compartments accounted for 43.2% in priSG-A and 13.9% of them changed to B compartments in pacSC. Of the other 56.8% B compartments in priSG-A, 15.3% changed to A compartments in pacSC ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). Notably, the number of genome regions in the A (active) compartments was higher in pacSC, suggesting that pacSC chromatin is in a more transcriptionally active state.Figure 4Spermatogenesis-Related Genes and piRNA Clusters Are Located in Active Compartments Emerging in pacSC Cells(A) Schematic of the proportion of genome regions that switched their compartment states (A to B or B to A) comparing between priSG-A and pacSC.(B) Bar chart showing the numbers of differentially expressed genes located in compartments transiting between the A and B states.(C) PCA1 (the first eigenvalues) and RNA-seq coverage track of chromosome 1, 53--58 Mb showed a locus where a given gene, *Boll*, exhibited differential expression at two different stages. PCA1 was calculated via eigenvector decomposition on the observed/expected intra-chromatin interaction matrices. Normalized values for the extent of transcriptomic coverage in priSG-A and pacSC were shown in the middle. Gencode genes were shown at the bottom.(D) Bar chart showing the number of piRNA clusters positioned in A or in B compartments in cells at the priSG-A stage, and the number of piRNA clusters that switched to the other compartment state (A to B, or vice versa) in cells at the pacSC stage.(E) Averaged ucsc phastCons scores on piRNA clusters stable within the A compartments at both the priSG-A and pacSC stages or on piRNA clusters that switched from the B to A compartment.

We then identified the genes harbored by compartments that showed switching behaviors and examined their expression using RNA-seq data at the corresponding priSG-A and pacSC stages ([@bib39]). Although there were genes that switched from A to B or B to A compartments with both up- and down-regulation of their expression, we found that genes that were originally located in compartment B regions in priSG-A but switched to compartment A regions in pacSC, and at same time increased their expression, were the most abundant ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B, 1,037 genes). This result implies that compartment switching from B to A is correlated with up-regulation of gene expression for their proper biological functions. Indeed, a number of these genes function in cilium formation and DNA DSBs repair ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A), which are critical for normal sperm physiology and function ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). One example for both compartments switching and increased gene expression in pachytene cells is the DAZ family protein, Boll ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C), which is required for the meiotic G2/M transition and germ cell development ([@bib59]).

PIWI proteins and PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) direct the silencing of target nucleic acids in animal germline and soma ([@bib47]). In early pachytene, piRNAs are produced from large genomic loci referred to as piRNA clusters; these RNAs function in controlling transposons and have been shown to contribute to paternal imprinting ([@bib3], [@bib64]) and are required for the subsequent meiosis process ([@bib19]). In addition to identifying genes in the compartments switched regions, we also analyzed the expression of piRNA clusters that locate to compartments showing stage-specific switching (piRNA clusters were identified from a published database, [@bib68]). We found that 79.9% of all piRNA clusters had compartment A status in priSG-A, of which 88% remained in A compartments in pacSC; in contrast, 80% of the piRNA clusters with compartment B status in priSG-A switched to compartment A status in pacSC, correlating with their increased expression changes ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D).

To explore the difference between piRNA clusters that had compartment-A status in both priSG-A and pacSC cells (not switched) and that switched compartments from B to A between the priSG-A and pacSC stages, we examined the conservation status of these two categories of piRNA clusters using phastCons score, which measures the probability that each nucleotide belongs to a conserved element ([@bib54]). We averaged phastCons scores of every nucleotide in each piRNA cluster and compared the average scores of not switched and switched piRNA clusters between the priSG-A and pacSC stages. The former (not switched) was more conserved than the switched between these two stages in a phylogenetic analysis of 60 vertebrate species ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E). This result indicated that the piRNA clusters with compartment A status in both priSG-A and pacSC cells exhibit signs of selection pressure and are conserved among different species, suggesting functional constraints on them and thus their potential functions in these species. These data suggested that the functional activity of piRNAs might be strongly impacted by their locations in compartment A or B in the 3D genome.

Chromatin Accessibility and CTCF/Cohesin Binding Are Retained throughout Mouse Spermatogenesis {#sec2.4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Since TADs dramatically changed throughout spermatogenesis and disappeared in pacSC cells, we asked whether the 3D architecture of pacSC cells correlates with other genomic/epigenomic features. We conducted ATAC-seq to measure chromatin accessibility ([@bib10]) in four spermatogenic cell types (priSG-A, SG-A, pacSC, and rST) ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). We first found that the accessible chromatin regions were mostly located at gene promoters or enhancers and the intensity of the accessible chromatin signal decreased as spermatogenesis proceeds ([Figures S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B and S4C). When we compared the chromatin accessibility in priSG-A and pacSC, we found minimal differences between them ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A). This similarity of chromatin accessibility was rather surprising because the 3D genome architecture in these two cell types was largely different ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A). These data suggested that 3D genome reorganization might not be functionally linked to chromatin opening, at least at the level of TADs.Figure 5Genome Features of Accessible Regions at the pacSC Stage(A) Chromatin observed/expected interaction frequencies views (25 kb bin) of cells at the priSG-A and pacSC stages, respectively. Vertical dashed lines indicated TAD boundary loci in priSG-A samples. Normalized ATAC-seq coverage in pacSC and rST samples were depicted at the bottom.(B) Heatmaps showing the ATAC-seq signals enrichment around CTCF motif regions (±3kb), average ATAC-seq signals around all CTCF motif regions were plotted at the top.(C) Profile plot showing the average CTCF and Rad21 signals (CTCF or Rad21 RPKM divided by input RPKM) in pacSC and rST samples around the TAD boundaries (±0.5Mb) defined in priSG-A samples.(D) The number of accessible DSB sites in priSG-A and pacSC samples.(E) The number of accessible piRNA clusters in priSG-A and pacSC samples.

Chromatin accessibility is closely related to transcriptional activity. We thus examined transcriptional activity using ChIP-seq with antibodies against the elongating form of RNA Polymerase II (Pol II S2P). The enrichment of Pol II S2P on gene transcriptional start sites (TSSs) showed that these genes were actively transcribing in both pacSC and rST ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). However, the chromatin accessibility showed distinct patterns in pacSC and rST samples ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). The chromatin accessibility in these two cell types was also very different from patterns in the other two cell types: priSG-A and SG-A ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). Specifically, between pacSC and priSG-A, we identified 6,580 (out of 15,815) differentially accessible chromatin regions, whereas between pacSC and rST, there were 1,288 (of 15,815) differentially accessible regions. The chromatin regions displaying altered accessibilities between priSG-A and pacSC were analyzed for GO terms, and we found that they enriched for genes related to meiosis, and especially to the key events in meiosis I, e.g., meiotic recombination or synapsis ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). A similar comparison of differentially accessible chromatin regions between pacSC and rST also revealed enrichment of meiotic genes, but notably, there was no longer any enrichment for gene groups specific to meiotic recombination or synapsis ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D). These results provided a molecular explanation of the biological knowledge that pacSC are at the prophase of the first meiotic division and that rST are produced after meiosis completion. Moreover, these data highlighted the utility of assessing chromatin accessibility states for inferring the functional status of transcriptional activity.

We then further investigated whether the differential chromatin accessibility may provide a molecular basis to the observed disappearance of TADs at the pacSC stage. As CTCF is enriched at TAD boundaries and the depletion of CTCF results in loss of TADs ([@bib15], [@bib45]), we checked if the chromatin accessibility of CTCF motifs may be affected at the TAD boundaries. Intriguingly, the chromatin accessibilities at CTCF motifs appeared highly similar between priSG-A and pacSC ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B), indicating that CTCF could bind to chromatin, which does not form conspicuous TADs (i.e., at the pacSC and rST stages). We experimentally examined CTCF binding in pacSC and rST cells via CTCF ChIP-seq. We found that, at both the pacSC stage and the rST stage, CTCF was still enriched at the TAD boundaries that were defined from the priSG-A stage ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C). In addition to CTCF, we also checked the binding of cohesin in pacSC and rST by Rad21 ChIP-seq. The result showed that in both pacSC and rST, Rad21 was also enriched at the TAD boundaries that were defined from the priSG-A stage ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C). These results suggested that the TAD disappearance in the meiotic stages of spermatogenesis could not be explained by the loss of CTCF or cohesin binding. Our data also renewed the understanding of CTCF and cohesin function in 3D genome structure, i.e., although CTCF and cohesin may be the molecules required for TAD maintenance in mammals ([@bib45], [@bib50]), our data suggest that CTCF or cohesin binding at TAD boundaries is insufficient to maintain TADs at the pacSC stage.

During mammalian spermiogenesis, a highly condensed chromatin structure of sperm nuclei is in part formed by histone-protamine exchange and 1%--8% of histones in mouse are retained in sperm chromatin ([@bib34]). Sperm histones were found to be mainly retained in distal intergenic regions, as shown by ChIP-seq using nucleoplasmin (NPM)-treated sperm ([@bib66]). However, whether TAD boundaries play a role in retaining these histones in the sperm is unknown. We analyzed published protamine 1 targeted ChIP-seq data from sperms ([@bib67]) and averaged the ChIP-seq signals around TAD boundaries in the sperm. Although protamine 1 was shown to occupy TSS regions, there was no enrichment of protamine 1 at the TAD boundaries ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E). We also analyzed the published histone H3 ChIP-seq data ([@bib66]) and found no enriched localization of histone H3 around TAD boundaries, either ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}F). These results implied that the TAD structure in the sperm may not be related to the histone or protamine constitution. Another question we asked was whether sperm-retained histones play substantial roles in the next generation. We found that, although histone H3 was depleted from the TSS regions, 171 genes had at least one exon in histone H3 retaining regions, and 16 of these 171 genes had been previously reported to be expressed in the early embryonic stage (Theiler stage 1--5, [Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@bib56]). Further work examining the distribution of different modifications of retained histones and their potential roles in subsequent embryogenesis will provide more accurate answers to the function of retained histones.

Meiotic DSB Sites Are Pre-opened at the priSG-A Stage and piRNA Clusters Are Uniquely Open at the pacSC Stage {#sec2.5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DNA double-strand break (DSB) is essential for the recombination in meiosis, and it begins at the leptotene stage and ends at the zygotene stage ([@bib4], [@bib55]). We examined the accessibility of chromatin regions surrounding previously reported DSB hotspots midpoints by analyzing our ATAC-seq data. We first identified meiotic DSB hotspots midpoints by the published Dmc1 ChIP-seq data obtained from DSB-positive cells in Hop2 knockout mice, whose meiotic DSBs are not repaired and meiotic progression is blocked at the pachytene-like stage ([@bib55]). We then compared the chromatin accessibility around these meiotic DSB hotspots midpoints at the priSG-A and pacSC stages. Remarkably, this analysis revealed that the numbers of the accessible DSB hotspots midpoints were largely unchanged between these two stages ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D). These results raised an intriguing possibility that meiotic DSB hotspots might be pre-opened (i.e., \"primed\") prior to their starting point, perhaps at a time even earlier than the priSG-A stage, and remained open after their repairing at the pacSC stage.

Since we observed that there were more piRNA clusters located in active compartments at the pacSC stage than at the priSG-A stage ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D), we further compared the numbers of accessible pacSC piRNA clusters between priSG-A and pacSC. A larger number of accessible piRNA clusters were found in pacSC but not in priSG-A ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}E). These data were consistent with the above observation that more piRNA clusters were located in active compartments at the pacSC stage compared with that at the priSG-A stage, and it was also in line with the fact that pacSC-specific piRNAs are transcribed at the pacSC stage. These data together supported a refined coordinated functional contribution of DSBs and piRNA clusters to the meiosis process of murine spermatogenesis.

Reorganized Chromatin Loops in Sperm Contribute to Early Embryo Development {#sec2.6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

To examine the finer-scale architecture of the chromatin, we identified chromatin loops from the Hi-C data in each spermatogenic stage using cLoops ([@bib11]). We observed that these loop interactions were reprogrammed throughout the spermatogenesis process ([Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A and 6B), similar to the dynamics at TAD or compartment strength levels. The number of loops was significantly decreased at the pacSC and rST stages, followed by an increase to a maximum value in SZ ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C). We aggregated the interaction values around loops defined in priSG-A and found that the strength of loops, as shown by the APA values ([@bib49]), showed the same trend as the loop numbers ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A).Figure 6Reorganization of Chromatin Loops during Mouse Spermatogenesis and Their Implicated Roles in Early Embryo(A) Heatmaps showing the observed/expected Hi-C interaction frequencies (5 kb bin, chromosome 13, 50--54 Mb) of cells at different tested spermatogenic stages. Black boxes showed the loop loci that were defined in priSG-A samples.(B) Heatmaps showing the summed obs/exp Hi-C interaction frequencies within the vicinity (±50 kb) of the loop centers defined in priSG-A samples.(C) The number of active promoter-enhancer loops at different spermatogenic stages. Loops were defined by cLoops. Enhancers were marked by H3K4me1 or H3K27ac outside promoter regions in testis, and active promoters in testis were indicated by enrichment of H3K4me3 or Pol II binding signals. The number of genes whose promoters were overlapped with loop anchors was shown.(D) Pie plot showing the number of genes located in enhancer-promoter loops in SZ samples according to whether their expression was detected in early embryonic stages (Theiler stages 1--5) or in Theiler stages 6--26.(E) GO-based mammalian phenotype enrichment data based on 217 genes positioned at enhancer-promoter loops expressed in early embryonic stages (Theiler stages 1--5), and a bar plot showing the proportion of these genes pertaining to the annotation of each phenotype over the number of all genes annotated in each phenotype. Line plot showing the significance (-log (adjusted p values)) of each ontology.

To test the functional roles of the most abundant loops formed in SZ, we used ChIP-seq data of histone marks and RNA Pol II binding in testis from previous reports ([@bib53]) to annotate potential enhancers. This analysis revealed that 1,572 genes were putatively involved in the formation of promoter-enhancer loops at the SZ stage ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C). Of these 1,572 genes, only a small percentage (317, or 20%) were also anchored in loops in priSG-A samples ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B), suggesting that, although chromatin architecture in SZ samples restored the pattern in priSG-A at the larger scale (of compartments and TADs), at the smaller scale, the reestablished loops in SZ samples were distinct from those in the priSG-A samples. Genes that were involved in loops in SZ might tend to be transcriptionally active in subsequent embryonic stages, and previous studies have demonstrated the expression of a majority (1,174, or 75%) of these 1,572 genes in embryos, with 217 genes specifically detected in the developmental window of Theiler stages 1--5, although many of them repeatedly appeared in different stages of these early stages ([@bib56]) ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}D). Specifically, 63 genes could be detected from Theiler stage 2 and 26 genes could be detected from Theiler stage 1 until Theiler stage 4 ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). These 217 genes were found to be involved in biological processes like regulation of gene expression and cell differentiation ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D), and their reported knockout phenotypes in mammals include embryonic growth abnormality, arrest, and lethality ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}E). As examples, $\text{Actr}3\text{Gt}^{{(A009F03)}VauA}/\text{Actr}3\text{Gt}^{{(A009F03)}VauA}$ mice showed embryonic growth arrest ([@bib61]) and $\text{Adar}^{\text{tm}2\text{Knk}}/\text{Adar}^{+}$ mice showed abnormal embryonic erythropoiesis and abnormal liver development ([@bib62]). These results implied that the reorganized loops we detected in SZ might facilitate the expression of genes required for cell differentiation during the subsequent embryogenesis.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

Recent studies have shown the dynamic changes in TADs and chromatin compartmentalization during mammalian spermatogenesis ([@bib1], [@bib48], [@bib60], [@bib63]). Here, we further explored dynamic higher-order chromatin structures and their functional impacts on transcriptional regulation during mouse spermatogenesis combining Hi-C, ATAC-seq, ChIP-seq, and RNA-seq data. Our results complement recent reports by demonstrating that chromatin loops are dynamically reorganized during spermatogenesis in a pattern similar to that of TADs: they are present at stages prior to pacSC, are "erased" in pacSC, and get re-established after it. We also showed that the switching of A/B compartments between spermatogenic stages is tightly associated with meiosis-specific mRNAs and piRNAs expression. For mechanism, we showed that chromatin accessibility and the binding of CTCF and cohesin at TAD boundaries are not responsible for the TAD and loop diminishment at the pachytene stage.

It was reported that A/B compartment switching is correlated with the expression of specific genes during spermatogenesis ([@bib60]). We also found some meiosis-related genes switch A/B compartment states and change expression between priSG-A and pacSC. In addition, we focused on piRNA clusters and demonstrated that most piRNA clusters are located in active A compartments and their chromatin states are quite stable, yet a majority of the piRNA clusters that are located in inactive B compartments in priSG-A are switched to active A compartments in pacSC. This is in line with the fact that pacSC cells are known to transcribe a characteristic set of pacSC-specific piRNAs ([@bib2], [@bib22], [@bib47]); thus, our findings indicate that the chromatin compartment switch likely affects the activity of piRNAs.

Our results showed that, although the 3D genome organization changes greatly at the pacSC stage, chromatin at regions containing meiotic genes are still accessible, indicating that chromatin accessibility *per se* is not functionally associated with TADs or chromatin loops at the pacSC stage. In addition, enrichment of meiotic DSB sites in active A compartments has been reported during the pachytene stage ([@bib48]). Chromatin accessibility was suggested to correlate with the occurrence of meiotic DSBs by some authors ([@bib48]), but others have shown that accessible chromatin regions in pacSC have limited overlap with DSB sites ([@bib43]). In the present study, we showed that many meiotic DSB sites are in accessible chromatin regions, and our data unexpectedly revealed that these sites are already \"primed\" in the priSG-A stage, which may play a functional role in generating DSB sites.

Chromatin tracing by super-resolution imaging at the single-cell level revealed TAD-like structures and showed that TAD boundaries tend to be located near CTCF and cohesin binding sites ([@bib6]). These TAD-like structures were still found in individual cells after removal of cohesin from chromatin, although the signal for the TAD-like structures was buried when the cells were analyzed as a population ([@bib6]). Upon specific chemical degradation of cohesin, the boundaries of the TAD-like structures in single cells appeared to be randomly distributed, suggesting that cohesin might not be required for TAD maintenance but may rather function to establish developmentally appropriate TAD boundaries ([@bib6]). Moreover, cohesin-mediated transcription in genomic regions out of the chromosomal axes in primary spermatocytes can provide an environment conducive to both gene expression and the formation of DSBs ([@bib60]). We speculate that the population-averaged signal for TADs in the CTCF-depleted cells of the previous report ([@bib45]) might also mask the occupancy of TAD structures in individual cells. However, this is not the case for meiotic chromatin: our ChIP-seq data showed that specific binding of CTCF and cohesin (at TAD boundaries that were defined at the priSG-A stage) is retained at the pacSC stage when TADs disappear, suggesting that there are additional factors that regulate the formation or maintenance of TAD structures, at least during meiosis. Multiple methodological strategies that combine 3D genome detection and immunoprecipitation or chromatin isolation and mass spectrometry and experiments better control for variables could be employed to identify candidates of such factors. In addition, loss of TADs and CTCF binding was reported to occur in mitotic chromatin ([@bib21], [@bib44], [@bib46]), which, when taken together with our findings, strongly implies that TADs maintenance may be controlled via distinct mechanisms in mitosis versus meiosis.

In addition to lost TADs and chromatin loops, the global chromatin organization between mitotic and meiotic chromatin is also similar when compared with that in interphase, as revealed by our *P(s)* curve analysis. Nevertheless, meiotic chromatin exhibits A/B compartments ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C), whereas mitotic chromatin does not ([@bib21]). Thus, a comparison of factors modulating 3D genome organization at the compartmentalization level in meiotic and mitotic chromatin may discover unknown factors involved in higher-order chromatin organization. In addition to CTCF binding, transcriptional activity represents another major difference between meiosis and mitosis and is known to be affected by higher-order chromatin organization. Although both meiotic and mitotic chromatin are compacted, meiotic chromatin remains transcriptionally active ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A), whereas mitotic chromatin is largely transcriptionally inert ([@bib23], [@bib63]). We propose that the distinct chromatin interaction patterns may be one of the causes underlying this difference.

Previous studies have reported that TADs and chromatin loops are associated with gene expression ([@bib7], [@bib18], [@bib29], [@bib42]), whereas there are also some findings that show that loss of TADs and chromatin loops by rapid degradation of cohesin or CTCF have only modest effects on gene expression ([@bib45], [@bib50]). Thus, the impacts of chromatin organization at TAD and chromatin loop scales on gene expression are still not very clear. A recent study by Micro-C that explores the chromatin organization from single nucleosomes to whole genome-scale found that there are microTADs and gene-level folding within TADs that form in a gene-dependent manner and are highly associated with chromatin accessibility and transcriptionally active chromatin ([@bib30]). Here, our results together with several recent reports show that TADs and chromatin loops are almost lost at the pacSC stage during mouse spermatogenesis ([@bib48], [@bib60], [@bib63]), whereas we also show that CTCF/cohesin binding on chromatin, chromatin accessibility at promoter/enhancer regions, and Pol II binding remain at the pacSC stage. Thus, although TADs and chromatin loops are largely lost at the pacSC stage, the microTADs and gene-level folding, which cannot be detected by *in situ* Hi-C, might remain on pacSC chromatin and contribute to transcription regulation and gene expression at the pacSC stage. Our chromatin accessibility and Pol II S2P ChIP-seq data support this possibility, and future studies with nucleosome-resolution Micro-C and single-cell methods will further deepen our understanding of the relationship between chromatin organization and transcription regulation during mouse spermatogenesis. Altogether, beyond confirming several major conclusions about TAD reorganization and the dynamics of A/B compartments strength, our study also reveals mechanistic insights about the functional relationships between 3D genome organization, CTCF or cohesin binding, and TAD maintenance and demonstrates the roles of A/B compartments switching in controlling meiotic gene transcription programs as well as potential function of chromatin loops in SZ in preparing for subsequent embryogenesis.

Limitations of the Study {#sec3.1}
------------------------

In this study, we explored the 3D genome organization during mouse spermatogenesis with isolated spermatogenic cells from five different stages. We showed that chromatin loops and TADs are reorganized during mouse spermatogenesis, which almost disappear at the pacSC stage, whereas the transcriptional activity, CTCF binding on chromatin, and chromatin accessibility of promoters and enhancers are largely maintained at the pacSC stage. Thus, it is unclear how the transcriptional regulation is going on at the pacSC stage when the pacSC chromatin has no chromatin loops and TADs. A recent study about transcription-linked mammalian 3D chromatin folding with Micro-C uncovered a finer-scale genome organization that is associated with transcription and chromatin accessibility more tightly, compared with chromatin loops and TADs ([@bib30]). Future studies that focus on the finer-scale genome organization at the pacSC stage might reveal the relationship between 3D genome structures and transcriptional regulation, as whether the finer-scale genome organization remains at the pacSC stage while chromatin loops and TADs are almost lost is still unclear.

In addition, we and others only explored the 3D genome organization during mouse and rhesus monkey spermatogenesis with limited isolated cell types ([@bib1], [@bib48], [@bib60], [@bib63]), which restrict us to get a more comprehensive understanding about the 3D genome organization during mouse spermatogenesis. Future studies with single-cell Hi-C technologies and related methods might give us a more comprehensive view about the 3D genome organization during mouse spermatogenesis and uncover the underlying mechanisms about the reorganized chromatin structures.

Methods {#sec4}
=======

All methods can be found in the accompanying [Transparent Methods supplemental file](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Supplemental Information {#appsec2}
========================

Document S1. Transparent Methods, Figures S1--S6, and Tables S1 and S2
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